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Indicates one or more splits in the buoyancy material for a 
better fit.

Product equipped with dual or single detachable crotch strap.

Indicates longer or shorter model.

Product prepared for crotch strap.

Buoyancy concentrated to front and back for free arm move-
ments, making it suitable for paddling.

Product equipped with retroreflective patches for higher visibility.

Indicates length of jackstay and buoy lines.

Product equipped with whistle approved according to 
EN ISO/12401.

Indicates length and attributes of safety lines.

Available in sizes from 25kg up.

Garment with water repellant properties.

Garment with taped seams for greater water resistance.

Quick drying material with high breathability.

4 way stretch makes the garment extra flexible.

Indicates product guarantee in years.

Approved in accordance with World Sailing OSR 
regulations.

Equipped with Sprayhood/Light/AIS attachment point.

Indicates buoyancy.

Indicates size of CO2 cylinder.

Indicates automatic or manual inflation.

Opening for easy AIS/PLB access.

Approved according to the EN ISO/15027  
standard for thermal protection.

Turns quickly into a safe face up position.

NFC tag for easy access to information and  
manual via smartphone.

Light weight product.

Hydration pack pocket

Equipped with integrated safety harness approved 
according to EN ISO/12401.

To make it easy to see the differences in our products, there are 
a number of symbols in the catalogue. These show, among other 
things, whether the vest is approved for offshore sailing, its weight 
bearing capacity and whether the inflation is automatic or manual.

Good fit, comfort, carefully selected materials and EN / ISO 
certification come as standard with all our models!

OUR SYMBOLS 

SYMBOLS
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Product equipped with dual or single detachable crotch strap.

Indicates longer or shorter model.

Product prepared for crotch strap.

Product equipped with retroreflective patches for higher visibility.

Indicates length of jackstay and buoy lines.

Indicates length and attributes of safety lines.

Available in sizes from 25kg up.

Garment with water repellant properties.

Garment with taped seams for greater water resistance.

Quick drying material with high breathability.

4 way stretch makes the garment extra flexible.

Indicates product guarantee in years.

BALTIC WORKBOOK 2022
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ENVIROMENTAL INITIATIVE REDISCOVERED CLASSICS DESIGNED  
FOR THE FUTURE

Since 1977, Baltic has worked with the vision of always being at the 
forefront when it comes to development of marine safety products with 
uncompromising quality. Baltic launched its first inflatable lifejacket 
in the mid-1980s and in 2021 the market’s first inflatable lifejacket 
designed for women was launched.

In 2023, it´s time for Baltic to take the next big step in how our products 
are designed, manufactured and how we conduct our business.

We are extremely proud to announce that we are launching lifejackets made from partially recycled 
materials. The materials are carefully selected, without compromising on our quality and safety. 
The polyester fabric is made from recycled PET bottles and the buoyant material is polyethylene, 
recycled from industrial waste. The buckles and straps will continue to be made from non-recycled 
material as currently there is no certified alternative to these components. Baltic’s goal is that 
these lifejackets should contain 100% recycled material when the necessary certifications are in 
place, always without compromising your personal safety.

In the 2023 launch, we will rediscover three classic products in the 50N and 100N Baltic range. 
Our goal is for 50% of our products to be made from fully or partially recycled material by 2025. 
The recycled lifejackets mean 23-24% less carbon dioxide emissions are emitted compared to 
traditional lifejackets made from non-recycled materials.

This launch is an important step in Baltic’s journey to run our business in a sustainable way. The 
work towards sustainability is an ongoing journey, in many aspects for Baltic as a business. Our 
goal is to always of fer transparency in the choices we make, why we make them and why we can’t 
do certain things. At Baltic we welcome questions about our sustainability work.
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REDISCOVERED CLASSICS DESIGNED  
FOR THE FUTURE

ENVIRONMENTAL INITIATIVE

NEWS  
2023

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

SPLIT FRONT E.I. LIFEJACKET

FEATURES:

Split Front is the lifejacket for our future sailors. Made from partly
recycled fabrics, without compromising on quality or safety. The
split flotation material makes it a comfortable lifejacket for 
little ones.

SIZE: 3-15 kg (Baby), 15-30 kg (Child)

1260

NEW
2023

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

MIST E.I. BUOYANCY AID

FEATURES:

In this updated version of Mist, the outer material and buoyant
material is made from recycled fabrics. Mist is the perfect all-round
PFD with two splits in the buoyant material making it comfortable
for the user.

SIZE: 25-40 kg (XS), 40-50 kg (S), 50-70 kg (M), 
70-90 kg (L), 90+ kg (XL)

5010 5011 5012 5013

NEW
2023

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

RADIAL E.I. BUOYANCY AID

FEATURES:

Radial is re-launched made from partly recycled fabrics, emitting 
23% less CO2 emissions than its precursor. Radial is a PFD made 
for active life on the water like kayaking or SUP. Comfortable and 
easy to wear for water activities. Crotch strap on smaller sizes.

SIZE: 25-40 kg (XS), 40-50 kg (S), 50-70 kg (M), 
70+ kg (L/XL)

5020 5021 5022

NEW
2023
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INFLATABLE
LIFEJACKETS

Inflatable lifejackets are among the safest product to use when you are out 

on the water as long as you maintain and care for them correctly. Inflatable 

lifejackets function using a  CO2 cylinder that must be replaced each time 

the lifejacket has been inflated. The cylinder has no specific expiry date 

but it should be checked regularly ensuring that it has not been pierced or 

corroded  

and is screwed in tightly. The automatic lifejacket has a sensor once fully 

immersed it activates and inflates the lifejacket. The sensor should also be 

checked that it is within the expiry date and screwed on tightly. All inflatable 

lifejackets both Manual and Automatic models have a manual pull cord.

 

An inflatable lifejacket must always be the outermost garment, this is to 

ensure the lifejacket is not constrained from inflating and that water can 

activate the sensor.

It is important to adjust the waistband so that the lifejacket fits correctly 

to the body. A poorly adjusted lifejacket tends to transfer the weight onto 

the collar, whereas a well-adjusted lifejacket can be worn all day without any 

discomfort to the shoulders and neck. Our most popular model of inflation 

mechanism is automatic, it ensures that the vest inflates by itself when you 

fall into the water. 

Manual inflation lifejackets tend to be used by among others, anglers who 

stand in flowing water, regatta sailors and rescue personnel who are 

swimmers, who sometimes require entry into the water without buoyancy. 
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1. 2. 3. 4.

The inflatable lifejacket has a CO2 cylinder connected via an inflation valve fitted to an airtight lung. This valve is either automatic or 
manually activated. To inflate the lifejacket manually you must pull the inflation cord located on the right hand side. The inflation starts 
immediately.  An automatic inflatable lifejacket is inflated with CO2 gas either manually by pulling the cord or automatically within three 
seconds upon immersion. All lifejackets are equipped with a mouth inflation/deflation tube. After inflation to expel the air from the 
inflatable lung, invert the mouth inflation tube cap, depress the valve and gently squeeze. The gas in the cylinders is carbon dioxide, do 
not inhale.

N.B! When the lifejacket has been inflated it must be rearmed. Inside your lifejacket you can find information on which spare parts to 
use. Instructions on how to rearm your lifejacket can be found in the rearming kit or on our homepage www.baltic.se.

HOW AN INFLATABLE
LIFEJACKET WORKS

We recommend that you always have at hand spare 
cylinders and cartridge/capsule (if automatic) for your 
inflatable lifejackets. Information about required spare parts 
can be found by the inflation valve. See page 72 for more 
information.  

An inflatable lifejacket must be checked before each use, 
and serviced once every year.

HAMMAR VALVE

Hammar MA1 is an automatic 
inflation valve with an hydrostatic 
activation trigger. This means that 
it automatically activates at a water 
depth of about 10 cm and quickly fills 
the inflatable life jacket with CO2 gas. 

Thanks to this unique function, the 
lifejacket is only inflated once the 
person is in the water and in need of 
the extra carrying capacity.  
 

SPARE PARTS

INFLATABLE LIFEJACKETS



SÄKRING AV 
GASPATRON

Most of our models are available with or without integrated 
safety harness. The safety harness is used to attach a safety 
line to the lifejacket to help prevent falling overboard. Onboard a 
motorboat or for sport fishing, we recommend a model without 
safety harness, as the lifejacket is lighter and easier to adjust.   
However for safety onboard a sailboat especially when moving 
around on deck in a seaway it would be beneficial to attach 
a safety line to the lifejacket. All our lifejackets and safety 
harnesses are CE marked and approved in accordance with 
EN / ISO 12402/12401.

WITH OR WITHOUT
SAFETY HARNESS

SLA models (those equipped with a sprayhood, 
emergency light and AIS mount) are approved 
for international yacht sailing in accordance 
with World Sailing OSR regulations.

All Baltic inflatable lifejackets are fitted with a 
cylinder retainer to prevent the cylinder from 
working loose.

SLA

HOW AN INFLATABLE
LIFEJACKET WORKS

GAS CYLINDER RETAINER

INFLATABLE LIFEJACKETS
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POSEIDON DESIGEND FOR MAXIMUM COMFORT
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INFLATABLE LIFEJACKETS

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

POSEIDON LIFEJACKET

FEATURES:

New for 2023 the Poesidon lifejacket with ergonomic fit. The valve 
and cartridge are placed in a unique way to allow maximum flexibility
and comfort. Excellent adjustment possibilities with an adjustable 
back. It is lightweight and flexible. 

SIZE: 40-120 kg (Onesize)

1605 1606 1607

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

POSEIDON HARNESS LIFEJACKET

FEATURES:

New for 2023 the Poesidon lifejacket with ergonomic fit. The valve 
and cartridge are placed in a unique way to allow maximum flexibility
and comfort. Excellent adjustment possibilities with an adjustable 
back. It is lightweight and flexible and comes with an integrated 
safety harness.

SIZE: 40-120 kg (Onesize)

1615 1616 1617

NEW  
2023

NEW
2023
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INFLATABLE LIFEJACKETS 

The first ever inflatable lifejacket developed for women! 
In order to get a better fit and a more slim vest, the valve 
is placed horizontally under the bust, combined with good 
adjustment possibilities it results in a neat and flexible model 
regardless of body shape. The lifejacket is easily secured with 
a padded velcro buckle which provides a soft protective layer 
between the body/clothing and the waistband buckle.

1. 165N

2. 33G CO2

3. AUTOMATIC INFLATION

4. UNIQUE VALVE PLACEMENT

5. THIN AND FLEXIBLE

6. EASY TO REACH MANUAL INFLATION TRIGGER

7. BUCKLE WITH PADDED VELCRO

8. HIGH VENTILATION MESH

 

1

6

2

8

3

4

7

5

ATHENA DESIGNED FOR WOMEN

Accessories:

Article number: 2433Article number: 2407
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COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

ATHENA LIFEJACKET

FEATURES:

The popular Athena lifejacket designed for women.. To get a 
better fit and a slimmer vest, the valve is placed under the bust, in 
combination with good adjustment options, it provides a neat and 
flexible model regardless of body shape.

SIZE: 40-120 kg (Onesize)

1655 1656 1657

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

ATHENA 165 HARNESS LIFEJACKET

FEATURES:

The popular lifejacket Athena is now also available with an 
integrated harness. To get a better fit and a slimmer vest, the valve 
is placed under the bust, in combination with good adjustment 
options, it provides a neat and flexible model regardless of body 
shape.

SIZE: 40-120 kg (Onesize)

1665 1666 1667
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INFLATABLE LIFEJACKETS 

Accessories:

5. AUTOMATIC INFLATION

6. INTEGRATED SAFETY 
HARNESS

7. AIS ACCESS

8. ERGONOMIC DESIGN

1. WORLD SAILING OSR

2. SPRAYHOOD, LIGHT, AIS

3. 190N

4. 38G CO2

 

D SAILIN
G

Force is a lifejacket specially developed for tough racing 
conditions. Thanks to its ergonomic design, this vest sits 
comfortably even for extended periods. The vest comes in 
two dif ferent versions, Auto and Auto SLA. The SLA version 
is suitable for ocean sailing, approved according to the World 
Sailing OSR. This variant has Sprayhood, emergency lights, AIS 
access and inspection windows for PLB. Both variants feature 
an integrated double-loop safety harness to attach the lifeline 
to, removable crotch strap and a buoyancy of 190N.

3

4

7

2

8

1

5

Article number: 2407 Article number: 0133Article number: 2438

FORCE TOUGH RACING CONDITIONS

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

FORCE 190 HARNESS LIFEJACKET

FEATURES:

Lifejacket specially designed for challenging yacht racing conditions. 
Due to the ergonomic fit this lifejacket is comfortable to wear 
even during longer periods of time. Integrated safety harness with 
twin loops for attaching the safety line. Detachable crotch strap. 
Buoyancy 190N.

SIZE: 40-120 kg (Onesize)

1725

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

FORCE 190 HARNESS SLA LIFEJACKET

FEATURES:

Lifejacket specially designed for challenging yacht racing conditions. 
Due to the ergonomic fit this lifejacket is comfortable to wear even 
during longer periods of time. The SLA-model is suitable for ocean 
sailing in accordance with World Sailing OSR regulations. Integrated 
safety harness.

SIZE: 40-120 kg (Onesize)

1735

6
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INFLATABLE LIFEJACKETS

FORCE YACHT RACING CONDITIONS

Accessories:

 

3. AUTOMATIC INFLATION

4. INTEGRATED SAFETY SELE

1. 190N

2. 38G HAMMAR CO2

A lifejacket specially designed for challenging yacht racing 
conditions. Equipped with a hydrostatic HAMMAR Ma1 
valve. Due to the ergonomic fit this lifejacket is comfortable 
to wear even during longer periods of time. Integrated 
safety harness with twin loops for attaching the safety line. 
Detachable crotch strap. Buoyancy 190N.

2

3

1

1

Article number: 0133Article number: 2452

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

FORCE 190 HAMMAR LIFEJACKET

FEATURES:

Lifejacket specially designed for challenging yacht racing conditions. 
Equipped with hydrostatic automatic inflation valve Hammar MA1. 
Due to the ergonomic fit this lifejacket is comfortable to wear even 
during longer periods of time.

SIZE: 40-120 kg (Onesize)

1726
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INFLATABLE LIFEJACKETS 

5. AUTOMATIC INFLATION

6. INTEGRATED SAFETY HARNESS

7. ERGONOMIC DESIGN

1. WORLD SAILING OSR

2. SPRAYHOOD, LIGHT, AIS

3. 305N

4. 60G CO2

This inflatable lifejacket is available in most variants with 
buoyancy from 165N to 305N and with or without a safety 
harness. Legend sits further out on the shoulders and 
further back from the neck than other models. This shape in 
combination with soft and flexible materials makes for a very 
comfortable lifejacket. Harness models are approved for ocean 
sailing in accordance with the World Sailing OSR, equipped 
with woven loop and airy mesh lining in the back. All variants 
have inspection windows and detachable crotch straps.

1

5

4

7

6

2

Article number: 2407 Article number: 0106Article number: 2460

LEGEND SUPERB FIT AND COMFORT

Accessories:
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INFLATABLE LIFEJACKETS

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

LEGEND 305 HARNESS SLA LIFEJACKET

FEATURES:

Legend sits further out on the shoulders and further back from the 
neck than other models. This shape in combination with soft and 
flexible materials makes for a very comfortable lifejacket. Harness 
SLA models are approved for ocean sailing in accordance with the 
World Sailing OSR.

SIZE: 40-150 kg (Onesize)

2875 2876

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

LEGEND 305 HARNESS LIFEJACKET

FEATURES:

This lifejacket has twice the buoyancy as our standard inflatable 
lifejackets. The Legend 305 is suitable for Ocean sailing when using 
heavyweight waterproofs and clothing, such as floatation suits. 
The integrated safety harness has a woven attachment loop for a 
lifeline.

SIZE: 40-150 kg (Onesize)

2870 2871

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

LEGEND 305 LIFEJACKET

FEATURES:

This lifejacket has twice the buoyancy as our standard inflatable 
lifejackets. The Legend 305 is suitable for Ocean sailing when using 
heavyweight waterproofs and clothing, such as floatation suits. 
The integrated safety harness has a woven attachment loop for a 
lifeline.

SIZE: 40-150 kg (Onesize)

2890 2891

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

LEGEND 190 HARNESS SLA LIFEJACKET

FEATURES:

Legend sits further out on the shoulders and further back from the 
neck than other models. This shape in combination with soft and 
flexible materials makes for a very comfortable lifejacket. Harness 
SLA models are approved for ocean sailing in accordance with the 
World Sailing OSR.

SIZE: 40-120 kg (Onesize)

1975

NEW
2023
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COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

LEGEND 190 HARNESS LIFEJACKET

FEATURES:

A model with extra buoyancy and excellent fit. With an airy mesh 
lining next to the body as well as detachable crotch strap. Legend 
190 is further out on the shoulders and beyond the neck than 
many other models. The integrated safety harness has a woven 
attachment loop to secure the lifeline.

SIZE: 40-120 kg (Onesize)

1970 1971
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INFLATABLE LIFEJACKETS

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

LEGEND 190 LIFEJACKET

FEATURES:

The Legend has an airy mesh lining next to the body as well as a 
detachable crotch strap. The Legend 190 has a wider neck opening 
and sits further back away from the neck compared to other 
lifejacket models.

SIZE: 40-120 kg (Onesize)

1990

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

LEGEND 165 HARNESS LIFEJACKET

FEATURES:

The Legend is our best-selling lifejacket with safety harness. It 
has an airy mesh lining next to the body as well as a detachable 
crotch strap. The Legend 165 is wider at the shoulder straps and 
sits further back away from the neck compared to other lifejacket 
models.

SIZE: 40-120 kg (Onesize)

1785 1786

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

LEGEND 165 HARNESS SLA LIFEJACKET

FEATURES:

Legend sits further out on the shoulders and further back from the 
neck than other models. This shape in combination with soft and 
flexible materials makes for a very comfortable lifejacket. Harness 
SLA models are approved for ocean sailing in accordance with the 
World Sailing OSR.

SIZE: 40-120 kg (Onesize)

1795 1796

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

LEGEND 165 LIFEJACKET

FEATURES:

The Legend, one of our best-selling lifejackets, has an airy mesh 
lining next to the body as well as a detachable crotch strap. The 
Legend 165 has a wider neck opening and sits further back away 
from the neck compared to other lifejacket models.

SIZE: 40-120 kg (Onesize)

1740

1741

1745

1746

1748
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INFLATABLE LIFEJACKETS 

3. AUTOMATIC INFLATION

4. INTEGRATED SAFETY 
HARNESS

1. 100N

2. 20G CO2

 

A lifejacket with superb fit and comfort. The placement of the
vest sits further back and therefore relieves the neck. Due
to a smaller lung, this is the lightest lifejacket on the market.
Available with and without a safety harness in a wide variety of
colours. The inspection window makes it easy to check the 
status of the vest to make sure it is ready for use. Fleece 
collar and crotch strap. Buoyancy of 100N. The Compact is 
the lifejacket that you really want to wear.

3

2

4

1

Article number: 0132Article number: 2407Article number: 2420

COMPACT LIGHTEST LIFEJACKET

Accessories:

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

COMPACT 100 LIFEJACKET

FEATURES:

The Compact is a 100N inflatable lifejacket which has a great fit and 
comfort. It has the same performance as the traditional foam filled 
lifejacket. The smaller lung makes it lighter and more comfortable to 
wear. An inspection window is fitted so that you can visually check that 
the two indicators of the automatic valve are showing green and that 
the lifejacket is ready for use. Buoyancy 100N.

SIZE: 30-110 kg (Onesize)

1350

1352

1353

1354

1355 1356

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

COMPACT 100 HARNESS LIFEJACKET

FEATURES:

The Compact is a 100N inflatable lifejacket which has a great fit 
and comfort and the same performance level as the traditional 
foam filled lifejacket. The smaller lung makes it lighter and more 
comfortable to wear.

SIZE: 30-110 kg (Onesize)

1373 1374



2121
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INFLATABLE LIFEJACKETS 

3. AUTOMATIC 
INFLATION

4. INTEGRATED SAFETY 
HARNESS

1. 165N

2. 33G CO2

Our very popular model Winner is a flexible allround lifejacket 
that is suitable in most situations. Available with and without 
safety harness, all variants have durable outer fabric, fleece 
collar, detachable crotch strap and a buoyancy of 165N.

3

2
4

1

Article number: 0106Article number: 2520Article number: 2433

WINNER FLEXIBLE ALLROUND

Accessories:

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

WINNER HARNESS LIFEJACKET

FEATURES:

Our top selling model of lifejacket with an updated design. 
Integrated safety harness, strong outer fabric and fitted with an 
detachable crotch strap. Buoyancy 165N.

SIZE: 40-150 kg (Onesize)

1535

1536

1575 1538 1539

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

WINNER LIFEJACKET

FEATURES:

Our top selling model of lifejacket in an updated design. Strong 
outer fabric and fitted with an detachable crotch strap. Buoyancy 
165N.

SIZE: 40-150 kg (Onesize)

1555

1556

1595 1558 1559
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165
N

A slightly shorter inflatable lifejacket made especially 
for fishing. Detachable crotch strap, buoyancy of 165N. 
Available with manual inflation.

MAKO MADE FOR FISHING

MAKO MANUAL LIFEJACKET 

FEATURES:

MAKO LIFEJACKET

FEATURES:

NEW  
2023

NEW 
2023

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:
Lifejacket developed for sport fishing. Well-thought-out details for
this sport including the gas cartridge and trigger located on the
left side and mesh pocket with cord for use with a kill cord or 
similar. 165N and manual release.

SIZE: 40-150 kg (Onesize)

1561 1562 1563

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:
Lifejacket developed for sport fishing. Well-thought-out details for
this sport including the gas cartridge and trigger located on the
left side and mesh pocket with cord for use with a kill cord or 
similar. 165N and automatic release.

SIZE: 40-150 kg (Onesize)

1571 1572 1573
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MANUAL INFLATABLE LIFEJACKETS 

Accessories:

1. MANUAL INFLATION ONLY

Manual lifejackets must be activated manually by the user 
there is no automatic inflation sensor. When activated it
holds the same properties as all other inflatable lifejackets.
Models with manual inflation are sometimes used by anglers
standing in flowing water, and by some racing sailors. Rescue
personnel who need to swim in the lifejacket and decide for
themselves when to inflate can also benefit from manual 
inflation.

Remember to always check the status of the CO2 cylinder 
before each use.

1

Article number: 2420

MANUAL LIFEJACKETS
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COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

WINNER MANUAL LIFEJACKET

FEATURES:

Our top selling model of lifejacket in an updated design. Only 
manual activation/inflation! Strong outer fabric and fitted with an 
detachable crotch strap. Buoyancy 165N.

SIZE: 40-150 kg (Onesize)

1545 1585

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

WINNER HARNESS MANUAL LIFEJACKET

FEATURES:

Our top selling model of lifejacket in an updated design. Only manual 
activation/inflation! Equipped with safety harness, strong outer 
fabric and fitted with an detachable crotch strap. Buoyancy 165N.

SIZE: 40-150 kg (Onesize)

1525 1565

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

COMPACT 100 MANUAL LIFEJACKET

FEATURES:

A manual inflatable lifejacket with great fit and comfort. It has 
the same performance as the traditional foam filled lifejacket. 
The smaller lung makes it lighter and more comfortable to wear. 
Buoyancy 100N. Detachable crotch strap.

SIZE: 30-110 kg (Onesize)

1340 1344
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HYBRID LIFEJACKETS

    

Article number: 0132Article number: 2407Article number: 2433

Have the best of both worlds with a hybrid vest that combines 
an inflatable lung with inherently buoyant material. Integrated
safety harness approved according to EN ISO 12401.
Automatic or manual inflation. Twin crotch straps and
inspection window. Total buoyancy of 220N of which the lung
represents 165N.

Offshore and SAR are 50N vests of a similar model to the 
Hybrid without the inflatable lung.

3. AUTOMATIC INFLATION

4. INTEGRATED SAFETY 
HARNESS

1. 220N (165+55)

2. 33G CO2

3

2

4

1

HYBRID

Accessories:

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

HYBRID 220 AUTO LIFEJACKET

FEATURES:

A closed cell foam inherent buoyancy aid and inflatable lifejacket 
combination with an integrated safety harness approved according 
to EN/ISO 12401. The combined buoyancy of the inflated lung and 
buoyancy aid is 220N with the lung having a buoyancy of 165N.

SIZE: 60-120 kg (Onesize)

1710 1711

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

HYBRID 220 MANUAL LIFEJACKET

FEATURES:

A closed cell foam inherent buoyancy aid and inflatable lifejacket 
combination with an integrated safety harness approved according 
to EN/ISO 12401. The combined buoyancy of the inflated lung and 
buoyancy aid is 220N with the lung having a buoyancy of 165N.

SIZE: 60-120 kg (Onesize)

1700 1701
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HYBRID LIFEJACKETS

SAR Special buoyancy aid for tough conditions. Developed 
in conjunction with the Swedish Sea Rescue Society. 
Integrated CE approved safety harness. Two outer pockets 
and net pockets for whistle and knife. Retro-reflective 
patches and two attachment points for VHF or emergency 
lights on the shoulders. Dual crotch strap. 

Recommended accessories:

4.RETROREFLECTIVE PATCHES

5.MOUNT FOR VHF/LIGHT

6.DEVELOPED WITH THE SWEDISH 
SEA RESCUE SOCIETY

1.50N

2.INTEGRATED SAFETY 
HARNESS

3.DUAL CROTCH STRAPS

1

3

2

5

4

4

6

Article number: 0132Article number: 2401

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

OFFSHORE BUOYANCY AID

FEATURES:

Buoyancy aid with integrated CE approved harness.  Two fleece lined 
outer pockets and retro-reflective patches on the shoulders. Crotch 
strap.

SIZE: 30-40 kg (XS), 40-50 kg (S), 50-70 kg (M), 
70-90 kg (L), 90+ kg (XL)

5110 5111

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

SAR BUOYANCY AID

FEATURES:

Special buoyancy aid for tough conditions. Developed in conjunction 
with the Swedish Sea Rescue Society. Integrated CE approved 
safety harness. Two outer pockets and two net pockets for whistle 
and knife. Two attachment points for VHF or emergency lights on 
the shoulders.

SIZE: 40+ kg (Onesize)

5516 5515
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A lifejacket is designed to aid the wearer to turn onto the safe back 
position and support the head so that the airways are above the surface. 
Therefore it makes it the obvious choice for all non-swimmers. All Baltic 
lifejacket models for new-born up to and including 15/20 kg are fitted 
with a wider crotch strap that can be clicked into two length positions to 
ensure a perfect fit. Several models have segmented front panels so that 
they contour to the body and give freedom of movement. 

A lifejacket has more buoyancy on the front and less on the back, this 
ensures the lifejacket turns the wearer into the safe back position. The 
collar of the vest has nothing to do with the actual turning but helps to 
support the head so that the airways are above the water.

All our lifejackets are equipped with crotch strap, retro-reflective patches 
and a whistle, and are approved to 100N standard.

There is also a model with integrated safety harness for the little ones, 
these harnesses are tested and approved according to EN ISO 12401 
and have stainless steel D-rings for attaching a safety line.

LIFEJACKETS
100N
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BALTIC + BAMSE Our popular lifejacket Skipper has teamed up with the 
worlds strongest bear Bamse and his friends! These beloved 
characters are featured in prints on the front and back.

As all 100N lifejackets, this product is equipped with high 
visibility fabric, crotch strap, whistle and retro-reflective 
patches. It quickly turns the wearer in to a safe back position 
in the water, with airways well above the water surface.

30
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LIFEJACKETS 100N

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

SPLIT FRONT LIFEJACKET

FEATURES:

The split front panels give this lifejacket a very comfortable fit. 
Features include retro-reflective patches, whistle and crotch strap. 
A grab handle under the collar. Size 3-15 kg has a beaver tail design 
crotch strap with twin fastening points.

SIZE: 3-15 kg (Baby), 15-30 kg (Child)

1254

1266

1267

1268

1269

1244

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

PRO SAILOR LIFEJACKET

FEATURES:

Excellent fit due to the smaller tolerance size range. The two 
smallest sizes have a beaver tail crotch strap. Size 3-10 kg has twin 
fastening points for the best possible fit. Fitted with retro-reflective 
patches, whistle and a grab handle under the collar on the three 
smallest sizes.

SIZE: 3-10 kg (Baby), 10-20 kg (Child), 
15-30 kg (Child), 30-40 kg (Junior), 40-50 kg (Junior), 
50-70 kg (M), 70-100 kg (L), 100+ kg (XL)

1284 1287 1289

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

OCEAN HARNESS LIFEJACKET

FEATURES:

A lifejacket for children and juniors with integrated CE approved
safety harness with a stainless steel D-ring front and back for
lifeline attachment. Size 3-15 kg has D-ring only on the back. Fitted
with whistle, retro-reflective patches and crotch strap.

SIZE: 3-15 kg (Baby), 15-30 kg (Child), 30-40 kg (Junior)

1299

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

SPLIT FRONT E.I. LIFEJACKET

FEATURES:

Split Front is the life jacket for our future sailors. Made from partly
recycled fabrics, without compromising on quality or safety. The
split buoyant material makes it a comfortable life jacket for the
little ones.

SIZE: 3-15 kg (Baby), 15-30 kg (Child)

1260

NEW  
2023
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LIFEJACKETS 100N

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

BAMSE LIFEJACKET

FEATURES:

Our popular lifejacket Skipper has teamed up with the world
strongest bear Bamse and his friends! These beloved characters
are featured in prints on the front and back. As a certified 100N 
lifejacket, this product is equipped with high visibility fabric, crotch 
strap, whistle and retro-reflective patches.

SIZE: 3-10 kg (Baby), 10-20 kg (Child), 
15-30 kg (Child)

1282

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

BAMBI LIFEJACKET

FEATURES:

Bambi is designed for new born babies up to the weight of 12 kg. 
The Bambi quickly turns the child into a safe back position. Extra 
soft material throughout the vest. Fleece-lined neck. Fitted with 
whistle, retro-reflective patches and two position crotch strap.

SIZE: 3-12 kg (Baby)

1252 1253 1264

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

99 LIFEJACKET

FEATURES:

Cool children´s lifejacket with excellent fit due to the smaller
tolerance size ranges. Features include retro-reflective patches,
whistle and crotch strap. A grab handle under the collar on sizes
3-10, 10-20 and 15 -30 kg. Size 3-10 and 10-20 kg have a beaver
tail design crotch strap with twin fastening points.

SIZE: 3-10 kg (Child), 10-20 kg (Child), 
15-30 kg (Child)

1283

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

SKIPPER LIFEJACKET

FEATURES:

Excellent fit due to the smaller tolerance size ranges. Features 
include retro-reflective patches, whistle and crotch strap.

SIZE: 3-10 kg (Baby), 10-20 kg (Child), 
15-30 kg (Child), 30-40 kg (Junior), 40-50 kg (Junior), 
50-70 kg (M), 70-100 kg (L), 100+ kg (XL)

1280
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Buoyancy aids approved to the 50N standard keeps the user afloat 
by a good margin and are suitable for swimmers weighing at least 25 
kg. A wide product range assures  vests suitable for most activities 
in, on and around the water.

It is important to choose a buoyancy aid according to fit and activity. 
The fact that the vest sits properly on the body and does not slide up 
is more important than the correct weight range on the label. This 
makes the vest more comfortable to use and easier to swim in.

We have divided our 50N vests into two categories; Active
and Allround. All products are approved, use quick-drying
materials and a well thought through design.

BUOYANCY AIDS
50N
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Active is a category of 50N vests suitable for just that - 
activity. Common themes across these products are that a 
great deal of time has been dedicated into its function and 
solutions that adapt the vest to both the user and the activity. 
These vests are suitable for sailing, paddling and a wide range 
of watersports. 

In this category you find the Baltic Extreme, a buoyancy 
aid perfect for all types of sailing. An adaptable model 
with good fit and soft materials. Pocket on the front, 
protective neoprene covers the adjustable straps. 
The mesh in the back makes the vest feel airy 
against the body and makes it comfortable to
wear even in tough conditions.

ACTIVE SUITABLE FOR ACTIVITY

36
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COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

EXTREME BUOYANCY AID

FEATURES:

A buoyancy aid perfect  for all types of sailing. An adaptable model 
with good fit and soft materials. Pocket on the front, protective
neoprene covers the adjustable straps. Mesh in the back makes the
vest feel airy against the body. A pocket for a hydration pocket is fitted 
on the back.

SIZE: 40-50 kg (S), 50-70 kg (M), 70-90 kg (L), 
90+ kg (XL)

5248 5249

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

SLIM PRO BUOYANCY AID

FEATURES:

A unique design within the Baltic family. This buoyancy aid is
very easy to wear thanks to the careful distribution of the compact
buoyant material. The back plate is ergonomically designed and the
adjustable sides are made of soft neoprene. The entire buoyancy
aid is lined with mesh.

SIZE: 30-50 kg (S), 50-70 kg (M), 70-90 kg (L), 
90+ kg (XL)

5591 5592 5593

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

SLIM REFLECTIVE BUOYANCY 

FEATURES:

Have the highest possible visibility with outer reflective material.
This buoyancy aid id very easy to wear thanks to the careful
distribution of the buoyant material. The back plate is ergonomically
designed and the adjustable sides are made of soft neoprene.

SIZE: 30-50 kg (S), 50-70 kg (M), 70-90 kg (L), 
90+ kg (XL)

5590

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

DINGHY PRO BUOYANCY AID

FEATURES:

Specialist dinghy racing buoyancy aid. Used by a numerous national
teams in the International Optimist Class. Zipped front pocket. Extra
soft foam makes it the dinghy sailors favourite buoyancy aid. 
Adjustable Velcro waistband with over the head and side entry.

SIZE: 25-40 kg (XS), 40-50 kg (S), 50-70 kg (M), 
70-80 kg (M/L), 80-90 kg (L), 90+ kg (XL)

5701

5702

5706

5707

5709

NEW 
COLOUR

NEW 
COLOUR

50N BUOYANCY AID ACTIVE
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BALTIC introduces a series of buoyancy aids designed for 
Stand Up Paddle boarding, developed in collaboration with 
instructors and professional designers with extensive 
experience in the sport. 
The vests are designed to provide maximum mobility for the 
arms and make it easy to get up on the board from the water.

SUP ELITE MAXIMUM MOBILITY

38
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50N BUOYANCY AID ACTIVE SUP

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

SUP ELITE BUOYANCY AID

FEATURES:

A buoyancy aid developed specifically for Stand-Up-Paddleboarding.
SUP Elite is the ultimate buoyancy aid for those who paddle long
distances and want to be able to carry a hydration pack and extra
clothes. The buoyancy aid has a long body, which is well suited for
SUP use.

SIZE: 30-50 kg (S), 50-70 kg (M), 70-90 kg (L), 90+ kg (XL), 
90+kg (XL)

5460 5461

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

SUP PRO BUOYANCY AID

FEATURES:

A buoyancy aid developed specifically for Stand-Up-Paddleboarding. 
SUP Pro is designed to give the user maximum mobility, both on 
the board and in the water The buoyancy aid has a long body, 
which is well suited for SUP use. Suitable for beginners as well as 
experienced paddlers.

SIZE: 30-50 kg (S), 50-70 kg (M), 70-90 kg (L), 90+ kg (XL), 90+kg (XL)

5455 5456 5457

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

IFLOAT SUP BUOYANCY AID

FEATURES:

iFLOAT SUP is a flexible inflatable vest with 50N buoyancy. The 
lung is pulled out of the bag, slipped over the head and activated 
manually. Recommended for swimmers only.

SIZE: 40-130 kg (Onesize)

5990
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COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

ADVENTURE BUOYANCY AID

FEATURES:

Perfect buoyancy aid for fishing and wildlife exploration. Three 
zipped pockets. Two large mesh pockets on the back. Multi point 
attachment fitting and retro-reflective patches on the shoulders.

SIZE: 30-50 kg (S), 50-70 kg (M), 70-90 kg (L), 
90+ kg (XL)

5350 5352

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

RADIAL E.I. BUOYANCY AID

FEATURES:

Radial is re-launched made from partly recycled fabrics, emitting 
23% less CO2 emissions than its precursor. Radial is a PFD made 
for active life on the water like kayaking or SUP. Comfortable and 
easy to wear for water activities. Crotch strap on smaller sizes.

SIZE: 25-40 kg (XS), 40-50 kg (S), 50-70 kg (M), 
70+ kg (L/XL)

5020 5021 5022

NEW
2023

5230 5231

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

X4 BUOYANCY AID

FEATURES:

Together with experts in kayaking, we have developed the X4 buoyancy
aid. Evenly distributed buoyant material and adjustable shoulders
and sides makes this vest barely noticeable during use. Two pockets
on the front and storage for a hydration pack on the back.

SIZE: 30-50 kg (S), 50-70 kg (M), 70-90 kg (L), 
90+ kg (XL)

NEW 
COLOUR

50N BUOYANCY AID ACTIVE PADDLING
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RADIAL
ENVIRONMENTAL 

INITATIVE

REDISCOVERED CLASSIC 
DESIGNED FOR THE FUTURE
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50N BUOYANCY AID ACTIVE PADDLING

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

CANOE BUOYANCY AID

FEATURES:

A classic robustly made and designed buoyancy aid for paddling. 
Especially suitable for hire use. Net pocket on the chest. Crotch 
strap. Reinforcement tape over the shoulders.

SIZE: 40+ kg (Onesize)

5517 5518 5519

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

CANOE BASIC BUOYANCY AID

FEATURES:

Basic model for paddling, with waistband and crotch strap.

SIZE: 40+ kg (Onesize), 40+ kg ()

5400 5411

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

CANOE HYDRO BUOYANCY AID

FEATURES:

A classic robustly made and designed buoyancy aid for paddling. 
Back pocket designed to hold a hydration pack. D-rings on 
the shoulders to retain the hydration tube and to attach hat, 
sunglasses etc. Deep pocket on the chest. Crotch strap.

SIZE: 40+ kg (Onesize)

5600

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

PADDLER BUOYANCY AID

FEATURES:

Comfortable buoyancy aid with elasticated shoulders straps and a 
generous sized head opening for easy donning. Chest pocket.

SIZE: 30-50 kg (S), 50-70 kg (M), 70+ kg (L)

5613 5614
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MIST 
ENVIRONMENTAL 

INITATIVE

REDISCOVERED CLASSIC DESIGNED 
FOR THE FUTURE

44
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50N BUOYANCY AID ALLROUND

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

GT RETRO BUOYANCY AID

FEATURES:

Comfortable all-round buoyancy aid with vertical splits in the 
buoyancy material and neoprene on the shoulders and sides. Pocket 
on the chest, zipper and narrow waistband with quick release 
buckle. 

SIZE: 30-40 kg (XS), 40-50 kg (S), 50-70 kg (M), 
70-80 kg (M/L), 80-90 kg (L), 90+ kg (XL)

5441

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

MIST E.I. BUOYANCY AID

FEATURES:

In this updated version of Mist the outer material and buoyant 
material are made from recycled fabrics. Mist is the perfect 
all-round PFD with two splits in the floating material making it 
comfortable for the user.

SIZE: 25-40 kg (XS), 40-50 kg (S), 50-70 kg (M), 
70-90 kg (L), 90+ kg (XL)

5010 5011 5012 5013

NEW
2023
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COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

MARINER BUOYANCY AID

FEATURES:

The Mariner is based on our Genua model but with a slightly 
simplified design but keeps the split front panels. Zipped outside 
pocket. Front zip fastening with waistband and bottom tie.

SIZE: 30-50 kg (S), 50-70 kg (M), 70-90 kg (L), 
90+ kg (XL), 90+ kg (L)

5637 5638 5639

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

GENUA PRO BUOYANCY AID

FEATURES:

Genua Pro is an updated variant of our very popular buoyancy aid 
Genua. Durable outer fabric and two outer pockets with zippers. 
Genua Pro is of a slightly shorter model and has split floats, this 
makes it both comfortable to sit and move in. Zipper on the front 
and waistband with quick release buckle.

SIZE: 25-40 kg (XS), 40-50 kg (S), 50-70 kg (M), 
70-90 kg (L), 90+ kg (XL)

5839 5838

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

GENUA BUOYANCY AID

FEATURES:

A slightly shorter fitting buoyancy aid that does not ride up when 
sitting down. Split front panels make it very comfortable. An outside 
zipped pocket. Fastened with a front zip and waistband. Genua is 
equally suitable for dinghy sailing, paddling and general boating.

SIZE: 25-40 kg (XS), 40-50 kg (S), 50-70 kg (M), 
70-90 kg (L), 90+ kg (XL)

5821

5822

5823

5824

5826

5828

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

AXENT BUOYANCY AID

FEATURES:

Axent is a slightly longer buoyancy aid with separate front panels. 
With outside zip pocket. Front zip and adjustable waistband.

SIZE: 30-50 kg (S), 50-70 kg (M), 70-90 kg (L), 
90+ kg (XL)

5811 5814 5818 5819

NEW 
COLOUR

50N BUOYANCY AID ALLROUND
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50N BUOYANCY AID ALLROUND

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

AQUA PRO BUOYANCY AID

FEATURES:

Comfortable all-round buoyancy aid. The Aqua Pro has a front zip 
fastening with waistband, bottom and top tie.

SIZE: 30-50 kg (S), 50-70 kg (M), 70-90 kg (L), 
90+ kg (XL)

5804 5801 5802 5805

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

AQUA BUOYANCY AID

FEATURES:

An entry level general purpose buoyancy aid. Neck tie, waistband 
and bottom tie.

SIZE: 30-50 kg (S), 50-70 kg (M), 70-90 kg (L), 
90+ kg (XL)

5116 5315 5319 5617

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

STINGER BUOYANCY AID

FEATURES:

Buoyancy aid for motorised water sports. Strong handles on the 
chest for the passenger to hold on to. Reflective patches on the 
shoulders. Outside zipped pocket.

SIZE: 30-50 kg (S), 50-70 kg (M), 70-90 kg (L), 
90+ kg (XL)

5733 5734

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

OUTDOOR BUOYANCY AID

FEATURES:

Special buoyancy aid for fishing. Three large zipped outer pockets. 
Attachment hook for equipment e. g landing net.

SIZE: 30-50 kg (S), 50-70 kg (M), 70-90 kg (L), 
90+ kg (XL)

5312 5313
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FLOTATION  
CLOTHES 50N & PET 

BOUYANCY AIDS

With smart and stylish flotation clothes, you do not need to 
change when you go ashore. At sea, they fulfill the same function 
as a regular buoyancy aid, maintaining your safety. When you go 
ashore, they work as a lifestyle vest or as a jacket.
 
With our large selection of vests and jackets, it will be easy to find 
a favorite that suits you, from a sporty jacket to a timeless vest. 
 
The jackets and vests are approved according to the 50N 
standard, which means that they keep you afloat by a good 
margin, but do not help you to turn onto your back or keep your 
airway clear. Therefore we highly recommend these products to 
strong swimmers only. 

49
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FLOTATION CLOTHING

Windproof flotation jacket made in comfortable soft materials. 
Narrow buoyancy elements combined with a soft yoke and 
sleeves in give a flexible jacket with a good fit. Four external 
pockets with water-repellent zippers. Detachable crotch stap 
included.

HAMBLE FLOTATION JACKET

4. SOFTSHELL

5. FLEXIBLE FIT

6. POCKETS WITH WATER 
PROTECTIVE ZIPS

1. 50N

2. DETATCHABLE CROTCH STRAP

3. WINDPROOF

3

1

2

5

4

6

Accessories:

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

HAMBLE FLOTATION JACKET

FEATURES:

Windproof flotation jacket in comfortable materials. Slim foam 
elements in combination with sleeves in softshell material provide 
a flexible jacket with a good fit. Four exterior pockets with water-
repellent zippers. Detachable crotch strap is included.

SIZE: 60-70 kg (S), 70-80 kg (M), 80-90 kg (L), 
90-100 kg (XL), 100+ kg (XXL)

5575

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

SANDHAMN FLOTATION VEST

FEATURES:

Buoyancy aid in a classic gilet style. Three zippered outer pockets. 
Approved according to the same standard as a 50N buoyancy aid. 
Detachable crotch strap and microfleece collar.

SIZE: 60-70 kg (S), 70-80 kg (M), 80-90 kg (L), 
90-100 kg (XL), 100+ kg (XXL)

5940 5942

2 ÅRS GARANTI
2 YEARS WARRANTY

PACIFIC 
DRY BAG

NNeeww  ddeessiiggnn

3300  lliittrree  ccaappaacciittyy

HHaannddyy  eexxtteerrnnaall  ppoocckkeettss

ppaaddddeedd  sshhoouullddeerr  ssttrraappss

ccoonnvveenniieenntt  ccaarrrryy  hhaannddllee
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FLOTATION SUIT

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

SURF & TURF M FLOTATION VEST

FEATURES:

Buoyancy aid in a design after a traditional down vest. Fleece-lined 
collar. Inner pocket and two outside zippered pockets.  Also available 
in women’s fit.

SIZE: 50-60 kg (XS), 60-70 kg (s), 70-80 kg (M), 
80-90 kg (L), 90-100 kg (XL), 100+ kg (XXL)

5391 5392

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

SURF & TURF W FLOTATION VEST

FEATURES:

Buoyancy aid in a design after a traditional down vest. Fleece-lined 
collar. Inner pocket and two outside zippered pockets.  Detachable 
crotch strap. Also availeable in a men´s fit.

SIZE: 50-60 kg (S), 60-70 kg (M), 70-80 kg (L), 
80-90 kg (XL)

5382

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

SURF & TURF JR FLOTATION VEST               

FEATURES:

Buoyancy aid designed after a traditional down vest. Warm, 
practical and stylish. The Surf and Turf Junior is approved according 
to the same standard as a 50N buoyancy aid.

SIZE: 25-40 kg (Child), 40-50 kg (Junior)

5370 5371 5372

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

FLIPPER FLOTATION VEST

FEATURES:

Reversible buoyancy aid. With the front and back panels formed 
from pockets of buoyant foam. Two zippered front pockets. 
Approved according to the same standard as a 50N buoyancy aid.

SIZE: 50-60 kg (XS), 60-70 kg (s), 70-80 kg (M), 
80-90 kg (L), 90-100 kg (XL), 100+ kg (XXL)

6830 6831 6832 6834
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FLOTATION SUIT

5. PU CUFFS

6. EXTERNAL CUFFS

7. INTERNAL BRACES

8. LINED POCKETS

1. 80N

2. THERMAL PROTECTION

3. WIND AND WATER PROOF 
MATERIALS

4. TAPED SEAMS

2

3

4

1

5

7

7

6

The flotation suit provides buoyancy, warmth, and rain protection 
in one garment. A flotation suit is a safe and practical choice for 
going out to sea on those wonderful but cold autumn and winter 
trips. They fit just as well on the snowmobile ride as at sea. 
The overalls are made of completely wind and waterproof outer 
material and have taped seams. In the sleeves there are two 
cuffs, a PU cuff that you tighten so that water does not flow in, 
and a surface cuff that you can tighten over your gloves. At the 
ankles there is an external cuff but no PU cuff. This is so that air 
collected in the overalls can be evacuated in the event that you 
fall in with your head first. All models have several fleece-lined 
pockets, inner pocket, hood and an airy lining. In addition to 
protection against cooling, flotation suits also protect against 
the first unpleasant cold shock when you fall into really cold 
water.

AMAROK MAXIMUM COMFORT
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FLOTATION SUIT

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

AMAROK FLOTATION SUIT

FEATURES:

Soft and comfortable floatation suit. Fully waterproof with taped 
seams. Four outer pockets and two fleece-lined outside pockets. 
Internal braces. Approved according to the same standard as a 
buoyancy aid. Remains soft and comfortable to wear at very low 
temperatures. Buoyancy: 80N.

SIZE: 50-60 kg (XS), 60-70 kg (S), 70-80 kg (M), 
80-90 kg (L), 90-100 kg (XL), 100+ kg (XXL), 
100++ kg (XXXL)

5792 5798

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

AMAROK JUNIOR FLOTATION 

FEATURES:

Soft and comfortable floatation suit. Fully waterproof with taped 
seams. Four outer pockets and two fleece-lined outside pockets. 
Internal braces. Approved according to the same standard as a 
buoyancy aid. Remains soft and comfortable to wear at very low 
temperatures. Buoyancy: 80N.

SIZE: 25-30 kg (Child), 30-40 kg (Child), 40-50 kg (Ju-
nior)

5799
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PET BUOYANCY AID

BALTIC holds a wide range of buoyancy aids for pets, all 
equipped with lif ting handles, D-ring and reflective patches. 
Adjustable straps makes the vest fit firmly.

PET BUOYANCY AIDS

3. LIFT HANDLE

4. ADJUSTABLE STRAPS

1. RETRO REFLECTIVE PATCHES

2. D-RING

3

1

4

2

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

SPLASH BUOYANCY AID

FEATURES:

Well-balanced dog lifejacket from Baltic, perfect for training dogs to 
swim, and exercising dogs. Double D-rings for leash, velcro padded 
collar and belly plate to prevent chafing.

SIZE: 0-3 kg (XS), 3-8 kg (S), 8-15 kg (M), 
15-40 kg (L), 40+ kg (XL), 40++ kg (XXL)

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

SPECIAL BUOYANCY AID

FEATURES:

An advanced dog buoyancy aid suitable for pool exercising, training 
and rescue.  Manufactured from durable fluorescent material with 
lifting handle and retro-reflective tape.  Wide comfortable webbing 
fixing straps and D-rings for leash or search and rescue lines.

SIZE: 0-8 kg (S), 8-15 kg (M), 15-40 kg (L), 
40+ kg (XL), 40++ kg (XXL)

04200450 0451 0452

NEW
2023
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PET BUOYANCY AID

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

MASCOT BUOYANCY AID

FEATURES:

A well cut dog buoyancy aid with lifting handle and retro-reflective 
patch on the back. Wide straps with quick release buckles, D-ring 
for leash.

SIZE: 0-3 kg (XS), 3-8 kg (S), 8-15 kg (M), 
15-40 kg (L), 40+ kg (XL), 40++ kg (XXL)

0430 0431 0432 0433

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

MAJA BUOYANCY AID

FEATURES:

The Maja pet buoyancy aid has been developed specifically for cats. 
With a smaller neck opening and an extra under strap the Maja fits 
a cat perfectly. The buoyancy aid also has a retro-reflective patch at 
the lifting handle and a D-ring for attaching a leash. This buoyancy 
aid is manufactured using a durable high visibility fabric.

SIZE: 0-3 kg (S), 3-7 kg (M), 7-10 kg (L)

0473

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

PLUTO BUOYANCY AID

FEATURES:

Pluto is our entry level dog buoyancy aid, with a lifting handle and 
retro-reflective patches at the back. Webbing straps with fasteners. 
D-ring for leash attachment.

SIZE: 0-3 kg (XS), 3-8 kg (S), 8-15 kg (M), 
15-40 kg (L), 40+ kg (XL), 40++ kg (XXL)

0410 0412 0413

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

ZORRO BUOYANCY AID

FEATURES:

Dog buoyancy aid with extra material underneath which provides 
padding for the straps. Entrance with zipper along the back. Retro-
reflective patch and lifting handle on the back. Strap with quick 
release buckles and D-ring for leash.

SIZE: 2-5 kg (XS), 5-10 kg (S), 10-25 kg (M), 
25+ kg (L)

0440 0441
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SAFETY EQUIPMENT
SAFETY LINES

HARNESSES

A chain is only as strong as its weakest link, which is why
quality and reliability of accessories and spare parts are crucial
for your Baltic product to continue to be a high-performance
quality product.

In addition to carefully selected materials and thorough tests, 
several of our accessories are approved for international ocean 
sailing in accordance with the World Sailing OSR standard.

Buoys and safety lines are self-evident accessories on a well-
equipped boat, and if the animals are to follow, there is of course 
a buoyancy aid for them as well.

57
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SAFETY EQUIPMENT

A lifebuoy belongs to the obvious safety equipment of 
a boat. Swedebuoy and Rescue Sling are dragged in 
the water around the distressed person who grabs the 
rope and pulls on the buoy. A Horseshoe buoy is suitable 
for quieter water near land or in port. Lifesaver is an 
inflatable horseshoe buoy.

LIFEBUOY SAFETY EQUIPMENT

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

RESCUE SLING

FEATURES:

Reliable and easy-to-use system for rescuing the distressed. Easy 
mounting on the pushpit with the help of sturdy straps that allow 
you to attach the Rescue Sling both vertically and horizontally. 
Rescue Sling is made of a durable fluorescent outer material and is 
equipped with a 38m floating line.

SIZE: Onesize

9625 9626 9627

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

LIFESAVER

FEATURES:

Inflatable horseshoe buoy.

SIZE: Onesize

8565

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

SWEDEBUOY

FEATURES:

Man-overboard-system a lifebuoy and 30m of floating line. The 
storage bag can easily without tools be clipped to the pushpit. The 
lifebuoy is fitted with eight retro-reflective patches, all round grab 
handles and two strong eyes to hoist the distressed back on board.

SIZE: Onesize

9590 9593 9597
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SAFETY HOOKS

3. ALUMINIUM HOOKS

4. SAFETY INDICATOR

1. WORLD SAILING OSR

2. ELASTIC UV STABILISED LINE

42

3

1

Elastic safety line made from UV stabilised polyester 
and aluminium hooks. Approved for of fshore sailing 
according to the World Sailing OSR. All BALTIC 
safety lines are tested and approved according to 
the EN ISO 12401 standard. 

SUPREME ELASTIC SAFETY LINE

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

SUPREME 3 HOOK SAFETY 

FEATURES:

Elastic line made from UV-stabilised polyamide. Tested and approved 
according to EN / ISO 12401. Special carbine hooks in aluminum 
of rock climbing quality and design. Approved for international 
ocean sailing according to World Sailing OSR.

SIZE: 2 Meter

0133

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

SUPREME 2 HOOK SAFETY 

FEATURES:

Elastic line made from UV-stabilised polyamide. Tested and approved 
according to EN / ISO 12401. Special carbine hooks in aluminum 
of rock climbing quality and design. A very exclusive and safe 2-hook 
line.

SIZE: 2 Meter

0132

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

ELASTIC 3 HOOK SAFETY LINE

FEATURES:

An elasticated safety line with double action hooks at both ends, 
fitted with overload indicator. Extended length 2 m.

SIZE: 2 Meter

0106
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SAFETY HOOKS

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

ELASTIC 2 HOOK SAFETY LINE

FEATURES:

An elasticated safety line with a double action hook at both ends 
fitted with overload indicator. Extended length 2 m.

SIZE: 2 Meter

0107

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

BASIC 3 HOOK SAFETY LINE

FEATURES:

Three double action safety hooks fitted to one line so even when 
changing position you never need to be unclipped. Equipped with 
overload indicator. Length 2 m.

SIZE: 2 Meter

0120

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

BASIC 2 HOOK SAFETY LINE

FEATURES:

A safety line with a double action hook at both ends fitted with 
overload indicator. Extended length 2 m.

SIZE: 2 Meter

0115

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

BASIC 2 HOOK 1M SAFET LINE

FEATURES:

A safety line with a double action hook at both ends fitted with 
overload indicator. Extended length 1 m.

SIZE: 1 Meter

0108
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SAFETY HARNESS

4

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

SAFETY HARNESS ADULT

FEATURES:

Approved for national and international offshore racing in 
accordance to World Sailing OSR. Constructed with support plates 
in the back, retro-reflective tape, two toggles to attach to foul 
weather clothing, easy adjustable shoulder and waistband, non 
magnetic stainless steel buckles and sturdy D-ring for safety line 

SIZE: 50+ kg (Vuxen)

0104

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

SAFETY HARNESS JUNIOR

FEATURES:

For users 20-50 kg. Retro-reflective tape, easy adjustable 
waistband, non magnetic stainless steel buckles and sturdy D-ring 
for safety line attachment.

SIZE: 20-50 kg (Junior)

0125

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

SAFETY HARNESS CHILD

FEATURES:

For children up to 20 kg. Retro-reflective tape, easy adjustable 
waistband, non magnetic stainless steel buckles and sturdy D-ring 
at the back for safety line attachment. Beaver tail crotch strap.

SIZE: 3-20 kg (Child)

0124

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

JACKSTAY 12M

FEATURES:

Jackstay adjustable up to 12m.

SIZE: 12 Meter

0102
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ESSENTIALS TO MAKE YOUR TIME ON THE WATER MORE
COMFORTABLE

Baltic technical apparel is designed to make your time on the 
water more comfortable. It´s a small collection with your everyday 
essentials to keep you warm and dry in all weathers. The products 
are made with functionality and comfort as a prior demand, 
combined with a clean timless look.

APPAREL

64
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Baltic presents a new collection of clothes adapted for life on 
the water! Having the right equipment is the key to staying 
warm and dry in all weathers.

Pacific is a comfortable and waterproof shelljacket with 
4-way stretch for full freedom while being active. Easy access 
pockets to protect and store your belongings. Adjustable cuffs 
and hem.

PACIFIC WATERPROOF 3-L JACKET

66
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APPAREL

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

PACIFIC 3-L JACKET

FEATURES:

Comfortable and waterproof outer jacket with 4-way stretch for 
full freedom while being active. Easy access pockets to protect 
and store your belongings. Adjustable cuffs and hem.

SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL

C9340 C9341

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

PACIFIC 3-L TROUSERS

FEATURES:

Comfortable and waterproof shell salopettes with 4-way stretch for 
full freedom while being active. Easy access pockets to protect and 
store your belongings. Adjustable waist and leg ending.

SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL

C9350

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

ROXEN JACKET

FEATURES:

Roxen is a soft and warming light weight jacket. Suitable to 
use under our shell jacket Pacific or a lifejacket on cold days. 
Easy to fold and pack. Made using Repreve fibres.

SIZE: XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

C9531

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

ROXEN VEST

FEATURES:

Roxen is a soft and warming light weight vest. Suitable to use 
under our shell jacket Pacific or a lifejacket on cold days. Easy 
to fold and pack. Made using Repreve fibres.

SIZE: XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

C9501

NEW 
COLOUR
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COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

ULVEN FLEECE JACKET

FEATURES:

Windblock fleece with excellent water repellency. Reinforced 
shoulders and chestpocket. Adjustable cuffs and hem.

SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL

C9220

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

ANTEN WOOL TOP

FEATURES:

Long sleeve turtleneck with a short zipper for ventilation, made 
from circular knit wool fabric, with good isolation and breathability. 
Longer back to prevent gaps.

SIZE: XS/S, M/L, XL/XXL

C9100
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APPAREL

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

ANTEN WOOL UNDERPANT

FEATURES:

Long johns, made from circular knit wool fabric, with good isolation 
and breathability.

SIZE: XS/S, M/L, XL/XXL

C9110

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

VIKEN POLO SHIRT

FEATURES:

Comfortable cotton Polo.

SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL

C9095

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

UNDEN T-SHIRT

FEATURES:

Comfortable cotton T-shirt with print front and back.

SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL

C9090

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

BALTIC CAP

FEATURES:

Comfortable trucker cap

SIZE: ONE SIZE

C9901
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ACCESSORIES

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

LÄCKÖ SUP XXL

FEATURES:

The SUP board Läckö XXL is an inflatable mega SUP, perfect for the whole 
family or a group of friends. The board comes fins, six paddles, leashes to 
attach to the foot, pump and soft storage bag are included.

SIZE: ONE SIZE

C9992

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

LÄCKÖ SUP 320

FEATURES:

The SUP board Läckö from Baltic is an inflatable all-round SUP, perfect for the
whole family. The board has a good carrying capacity of 160 kg, which means
that you can bring pack plenty of provisions, or an extra passenger out on the 
water. The board comes a fin, paddle, leash to attach to the foot, pump and soft 
storage bag are included.

SIZE: ONE SIZE

C9991

2 ÅRS GARANTI
2 YEARS WARRANTY

PACIFIC 
DRY BAG

NNeeww  ddeessiiggnn

3300  lliittrree  ccaappaacciittyy

HHaannddyy  eexxtteerrnnaall  ppoocckkeettss

ppaaddddeedd  sshhoouullddeerr  ssttrraappss

ccoonnvveenniieenntt  ccaarrrryy  hhaannddllee

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

PACIFIC DUFFELBAG

FEATURES:

Waterproof bag in durable materials and welded seams. 
Volume 30L.

SIZE: 30-Liter

C9902 C9903

COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

BALTIC HYDRATION PACK

FEATURES:

1L hydartion pack to make it easy to stay hydrated while active on 
the water. Suitable for Baltic lifejackets which allow for a hydration 
pack.

SIZE: 1-Liter

C9905
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COLOUR AND ART NO:

DESCRIPTION:

ARCTIC COOLERBAG

FEATURES:

Waterproof coolerbag in durable materials and welded seams. 
Volume 7L.

SIZE: 7-Liter

C9902

ACCESSORIES
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PRODUCT OVERVIEW 
SPARE PARTS 2023

SAFETY CLIPS
HALKEY ROBERTS /
UNITED MOULDERS
Art no: 2404

LIFESAVER
REARMING KIT
Art no: 2565

CO2  CYLINDER 60 GRAM
Art no: 2460

CO2  CYLINDER 45 GRAM
Art no: 2445

CO2  CYLINDER 38 GRAM
Art no: 2438

CO2  CYLINDER 33 GRAM
Art no: 2433

CO2  CYLINDER 20 GRAM
Art no: 2420

CO2  CYLINDER 16 GRAM
Art no: 2416

CO2  CYLINDER 10 GRAM
Art no: 2410

HAMMAR 
REARMING KIT
60 GRAM
Art no: 2454

HAMMAR 
REARMING KIT
45 GRAM
Art no: 2456

HAMMAR 
REARMING KIT
38 GRAM
Art no: 2452

HAMMAR 
REARMING KIT
33 GRAM
Art no: 2450

CAPSULE
UNITED MOULDERS
Art no: 2407

CARTRIDGE
UNITED MOULDERS
Art no: 2520

BOBBIN
HALKEY ROBERTS
Art no: 2406

EMERGENCY LIGHT
M.E.D. / SOLAS
Art no: 2401

SPRAYHOOD

Passar samtliga BALTIC 
uppblåsbara räddningsvästar.

Art no: 2516
WHISTLE
Art no: 2508

RETRO REFLECTIVE 
PATCHES 2 PCS
Art no: 2507

CROTCH STRAP 30 MM
Art no: 2510

CROTCH STRAP DINGHY PRO

Fits Dinghy Pro XS 25-40 kg and 
S 40-50 kg.

Art no: 2511
RADIO POCKET

Fits models OFFSHORE, PILOT and 
ADVENTURE

Art no: 2513

SPARE PARTS



WE NEVER COMPROMISE WITH YOUR PERSONAL SAFETY -
DESIGNED AND DEVELOPED IN SWEDEN

Element 2 GmbH 

Rudolf‐Diesel‐Str. 1 

24790 Schacht‐Audorf 

Tel: 04331 / 14 91 41 

E‐Mail: info@element‐2.de 

www.element‐2.de 




